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ABSTRACT
This work is focused on the fabrication of metallic micro- and nanos-
tructures. Brief theoretical background is given for the presented
applications. Patterning of the structures was done by electron
beam lithography. Several fabrication methods of metal structures,
including lift-off and dry etching, are discussed. Metallic structures
are considered as final elements used in optical measurements and
as mask or mould structures for post processing. Lift-off is the sim-
plest method of fabrication for shallow structures used in basic re-
search. For deeper structures dry etching is a more feasible method,
but the material choices are then more limited. The presented appli-
cations include structures for second harmonic generation, filtering,
surface plasmon coupling and mass fabrication.
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PACS Classification: 07.60.-j, 42.70.-a, 42.79.-e, 81.16.-c
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1 Introduction
Fabrication of micro- and nano-sized structures, latter also referred
as nanotechnology, requires highly specialized methods and equip-
ment. Since the structure sizes are smaller than the usual dust par-
ticles in the normal room air, the fabrication has to be done in a
cleanroom environment. Because of these requirements the estab-
lishment of a research environment is very expensive. For the soci-
ety these labs are essential. To get new commercial applications to
the market, the ideas have to be first tested and prototyped. Also
basic research is needed to get the new ideas in the first place. For
most companies it is financially impossible or at least unwise to
build own labs for prototyping and therefore they turn to univer-
sities and other research labs with their needs for applied research
and development. Careful documentation of the developed pro-
cesses is needed to pass the information on to the next researcher
facing a similar task.
Metallic micro- and nanostructures have become a very popu-
lar field of optics research. Plasmonics [1–3] is the umbrella under
which the research on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation
with metals is placed. Terms like negative refractive index [4–7]
and metamaterials [6, 8–10] have been used to depict the extraordi-
nary optical effects which arise from the conductivity of the metals.
Whether these terms are appropriate or not is under discussion. De-
spite this controversy metallic structures have also found numerous
applications for example in biosensing [11,12], spectroscopy [13–15]
and lasing [16, 17].
To realize the optical effect predicted by theoretical simulations
the fabricated structure needs to have same feature sizes as used in
the simulation. Controllable fabrication of the metallic micro- and
nanostructures is not self-evident. One way of producing metal
nanoparticles is to use synthesis but in that case the particles are
in colloids [18, 19]. To form structures from individual particles in
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colloids one has to use special methods and still the shapes of the
structures are limited [20–22]. On the other hand the structure sizes
can be smaller than with any other method.
In some cases researchers in the field of optics have used ran-
dom methods in the fabrication of nanostructures on dielectric sub-
strates [23–25]. This is acceptable in basic research if one can isolate
the optical response of the one or few particles of the right size
from the overall optical response of the sample, or if the collec-
tive response of randomly spaced particles is what the researcher is
looking for. However, for large scale commercial exploitation struc-
tures cannot be done this way. To be able to use metallic micro- and
nanostructures in a repeatable manner in applications their feature
sizes have to be tightly controllable.
There are ways of fabricating metallic micro- and nanostructures
with precisely defined feature sizes and spacing and some of those
methods form the content of this thesis. Before proceeding to fabri-
cation it is wise to simulate the optical response of the structure to
avoid useless work in the fabrication. Simulations are based on the
electromagnetic theory which is considered in chapter 2 from the
point of view of metals. The purpose of the chapter is to give back-
ground to the research done with the fabricated structures rather
than to cover the whole electromagnetic theory for metals.
Chapter 3 deals with electron beam lithography (EBL) starting
from principles. The EBL systems used in this work are presented
as well as electron beam resists. Chapter 4 introduces the fabrica-
tion methods which have been used to transform the patterns in
resist to metal structures. Most of the processes have been used to
fabricate structures presented in the next chapter and the rest are
described because of their potential. This chapter aims to give the
reader pieces of advice to successful fabrication of metal structures
and insight into the influence of different fabrication methods on
the final outcome of the fabrication process.
The use of fabrication methods in this has work been application
oriented. Some of those applications of the metallic structures are
presented in chapter 5. They represent the variety of research in the
2 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12
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field of plasmonics and other applications for metallic structures
well. The results of the chapter have been previously published in
the following papers:
1. Brian K. Canfield, Hannu Husu, Janne Laukkanen, Benfeng
Bai, Markku Kuittinen, Jari Turunen and Martti Kauranen,
“Local Field Asymmetry Drives Second-Harmonic Genera-
tion in Noncentrosymmetric Nanodimers,”Nano Letters 7, 1251–
1255 (2007).
2. Brian K. Canfield, Sami Kujala, Hannu Husu, Martti Kaura-
nen, Benfeng Bai, Janne Laukkanen, Markku Kuittinen, Yuri
Svirko and Jari Turunen, “Local-field and multipolar effects
in the second-harmonic response of arrays of metal nanopar-
ticles,” Journal of Nonlinear Optical Physics & Materials, 16, 317–
328 (2007).
3. Hannu Husu, Brian K. Canfield, Janne Laukkanen, Benfeng
Bai, Markku Kuittinen, Jari Turunen and Martti Kauranen,
“Local-field effects in the nonlinear optical response of meta-
materials,” Metamaterials, 2, 155–168 (2008).
4. H. Husu, B. K. Canfield, J. Laukkanen, B. Bai, M. Kuittinen,
J. Turunen and M. Kauranen, “Chiral coupling in gold nan-
odimers,” Applied Physics Letters, 93, 183115 (2008).
5. Konstantins Jefimovs, Janne Laukkanen, Tuomas Vallius, Tero
Pilvi, Mikko Ritala, Tomi Meilahti, Matti Kaipiainen, Marcos
Bavdaz, Markku Leskela¨ and Jari Turunen, “Free-standing in-
ductive grid filter for infrared radiation rejection,” Microelec-
tronic Engineering, 83, 1339–1342 (2006).
6. Benfeng Bai, Janne Laukkanen, Anni Lehmuskero, Xiaowei Li
and Jari Turunen, “Polarization-selective window-mirror ef-
fect in inductive gold nanogrids,” Physical Review B, 81, 235423
(2010).
7. Benfeng Bai, Janne Laukkanen, Anni Lehmuskero, Jari Tu-
runen, “Simultaneously enhanced transmission and artificial
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optical activity in gold film perforated with chiral hole array,”
Physical Review B, 81, 115424 (2010).
8. Benfeng Bai, Xiangfeng Meng, Janne Laukkanen, Tristan Sfez,
Libo Yu, Wataru Nakagawa, Hans Peter Herzig, Lifeng Li and
Jari Turunen, “Asymmetrical excitation of surface plasmon
polaritons on blazed gratings at normal incidence,” Physical
Review B, 80, 035407 (2009).
9. Juha Pietarinen, Samuli Siitonen, Noora Tossavainen, Janne
Laukkanen and Markku Kuittinen, “Fabrication of Ni-shims
using UV-moulding as an intermediate step,” Microelectronic
Engineering, 83, 492–498 (2006).
In the papers 1-4, 6 and 7 the author has planned and executed the
fabrication of the studied elements. In papers 5 and 8 the author
has done most of the fabrication work of the elements and in paper
9 the author has participated in the electroforming step. In papers
6-8 the author has participated also in the planning of the research.
In all papers the author has participated in the writing of parts con-
sidering the fabrication. In this thesis the listed papers are referred
as [26–34], respectively. Other papers the author has contributed
are [35, 36]. They discuss mainly dielectric structures.
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2 Electromagnetic theory for
metals
The topic of this thesis is the fabrication of nano- and micro-sized
metal structures for optical solutions. Despite the experimental na-
ture of the work, a brief coverage on the interaction of electromag-
netic fields with metals is needed. Without a way to predict the
optical response of the considered structure one could waste a lot
of time and effort in the fabrication of an element which would
turn out to be useless. The analysis of interaction between the elec-
tromagnetic fields and diffractive optical elements with conductive
parts requires more computation than with purely dielectric ele-
ments. The limits of computational power are diminishing through
the constant development of computers, but still in some cases the
convergence of the simulation is uncertain. On the other hand it
can be hard to fabricate structures with exactly the same parame-
ters as in the design. Therefore it is often said that it’s hard to get
the theoretical and experimental results to match. In a few cases
described in chapter 5 an almost perfect match is achieved.
In this chapter the principles of electromagnetic theory and op-
tical properties of metals are briefly considered. In the last sec-
tion the computation methods for analyzing the optical response of
metal structures are described.
2.1 PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
The macroscopic Maxwell’s equations are the fundamental starting
point for the analysis of the electromagnetic response of a medium.
They describe the relations of the electric field E(r,ω) to the mag-
netic induction B(r,ω), and the magnetic field H(r,ω) to the elec-
tric current density J(r,ω) and the electric displacement D(r,ω).
Because of the significant frequency dependence of the optical re-
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12 5
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sponse of metals the equations are written in the following form
∇× E(r,ω) = iωB(r,ω) , (2.1)
∇× H(r,ω) = J(r,ω)− iωD(r,ω) , (2.2)
∇ · D(r,ω) = ρ(r,ω), (2.3)
∇ · B(r,ω) = 0 , (2.4)
where ω is the angular frequency and ρ(r,ω) the electric charge
density. If we assume our material to be linear and isotropic we
have the constitutive relations
D(r,ω) = ǫ0ǫr(r,ω)E(r,ω) , (2.5)
B(r,ω) = µ0µr(r,ω)H(r,ω) , (2.6)
J(r,ω) = σ(r,ω)E(r,ω) , (2.7)
where ǫ0 and µ0 are the electric permittivity and magnetic perme-
ability of vacuum and ǫr , µr and σ are the relative permittivity (also
called the dielectric function), permeability and conductivity, re-
spectively. In this work only nonmagnetic materials are used, thus
µr = 1. Polarization P(r,ω) is the electric dipole moment per unit
volume inside the material, caused by the alignment of the micro-
scopic dipoles with the electric field. Polarization is related to the
internal electric charge density by∇ ·P(r,ω) = −ρ(r,ω). Introduc-
ing the dielectric susceptibility χ we get
P(r,ω) = ǫ0χE(r,ω). (2.8)
The electric permittivity ǫr(ω) = ǫ1(ω) + iǫ2(ω) and the con-
ductivity σ(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω) of a uniform medium are complex
functions of angular frequency. The complex refractive index of the
medium is given by
nˆ(ω) =
√
ǫˆr(ω) = n(ω) + iκ(ω), (2.9)
where
ǫˆr(ω) = ǫr(ω) + i
σ(ω)
ωǫ0
. (2.10)
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n is called the refractive index and κ the extinction coefficient of the
medium.
From the equations above we can derive the Helmholtz equation
∇2E + k20ǫˆr(ω)E(r,ω) = 0, (2.11)
where k0 is the wave vector of the propagating wave in vacuum. The
solutions of the equation (2.11) are the propagating and evanescent
waves of the system [37].
2.2 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS
When studying the optical responses of metals, a perfect conductiv-
ity of the material is many times assumed for simplicity. In perfect
conductor the flow of electrons is completely free and therefore the
resistance of the material is zero. Also there cannot be an electric
field parallel to the surface. This assumption allows an analytic so-
lution of the modes of the optical field, but the solutions might be
inaccurate at optical frequencies.
In plasma model the optical properties of metals are depicted
by considering the optical response of a free electron gas in an elec-
tric field. In the plasma model the gas of free electrons (electron
concentration N) moves against a fixed background of positive ion
cores [38]. This model can be well used for alkali metals in the vis-
ible frequencies but for noble metals it is not accurate because of
the interband transitions. Details of lattice potential and electron-
electron interactions are ignored. The applied electric field oscil-
lates the electrons and their movement is attenuated by collisions
occurring with a characteristic frequency γ = 1/τ, where τ is the
relaxation time of the free electron gas. Plasma frequency of the
free electron gas is given by
ωp
2 =
Ne2
ǫ0me
, (2.12)
where me is the effective mass of the electron. In table 2.1 empirical
plasma frequencies for thin films of gold, silver, copper [39] and
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12 7
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Table 2.1: Empirical plasma frequencies for thin films of gold, silver, copper [39] and
aluminum [40].
material ωp [s−1]
Au 13.8× 1015
Ag 14.0× 1015
Cu 13.4× 1015
Al 13.5× 1015
aluminum [40] are listed. The dielectric function of the free electron
gas can then be written in the form
ǫ(ω) = 1−
ωp
2
ω2 + iγω
, (2.13)
which is also known as the Drude model of the optical response
of metals [41]. The components of the complex dielectric function
ǫ(ω) = ǫ1(ω) + iǫ2(ω) can be calculated from
ǫ1(ω) = 1−
ω2pτ
2
1+ω2τ2
, (2.14)
ǫ2(ω) =
ω2pτ
ω(1+ω2τ2)
. (2.15)
In reality the electric field can penetrate the metal surface. Due
to the atomic structure of metals the current density is highest at
the surface and it gradually diminishes when we go deeper into
the metal. When electromagnetic radiation penetrates the metal its
amplitude is then also gradually damped. When the amplitude has
decreased to 1/e of its surface value it has reached a distance called
the skin depth. Skin depth is given by
δ =
c
κω
=
√
2
σ0ωµ0
, (2.16)
where σ0 is the dc-conductivity of the material. From (2.16) we can
see that the skin depth is smaller for better conductors.
8 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12
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2.2.1 Plasmons
Collective oscillations of the conduction electrons are called plas-
mons. There are three different types of plasmons, each with their
own characteristic nature; volume plasmons inside the metal, sur-
face plasmon polaritons propagating at the metal-dielectric inter-
face and non-propagating localized surface plasmons.
Volume plasmons are longitudinal oscillations inside the metal.
Volume plasmons do not couple to transverse electromagnetic waves
because of the longitudinal nature of excitation and they can be ex-
cited only by particle impact. Their energy is reduced by Landau
damping. [38]
Surface plasmons are electron oscillations at the metal surface.
A combined excitation consisting of a surface plasmon and a pho-
ton is called a surface plasmon polariton (SPP) [42]. The dispersion
relation of a SPP on a smooth metal surface is given by [43]
kSPP = k
√
ǫmetǫdie
ǫmet + ǫdie
≡ kδˆ, (2.17)
where k = ω/c is the light wave number in vacuum, and ǫmet and
ǫdie are the permittivities of the metal and adjacent dielectric, re-
spectively. If ǫmet is complex, the wave number kSPP is also complex
and we can write
kSPP = k
(r)
SPP + ik
(i)
SPP. (2.18)
The field is confined to the surface since the propagation constant
kSPP is greater than the wave vector k in the dielectric. Therefore the
field is evanescent on both sides of the interface. The wavelength of
the surface plasmon polariton can be defined as
λSPP =
2π
k
(r)
SPP
=
λ
ℜ{δˆ}
= λℜ
√
ǫmet + ǫdie
ǫmetǫdie
, (2.19)
where λ = 2π/k is the vacuum wavelength of light and ℜ denotes
the real part.
Since the SPP dispersion curve always lies on the right side of
the light line k = ω/c without crossing it [38], a SPP cannot couple
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12 9
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to a radiative mode and, conversely, cannot be directly excited by
light propagating in the dielectric. However, if a grating with pe-
riod d in x-direction is introduced, momentum conservation can be
satisfied through the mth evanescent diffraction order by
|kx + mKxˆ| =
ω
c
ℜ{δˆ}, (2.20)
where kx = |kx| = k sin θ, θ is the angle of incidence and K = 2π/d.
With two-dimensionally periodic structure the excitation condition
for surface plasmons is
|kx + mKx xˆ + nKyyˆ| =
ω
c
ℜ{δˆ}, (2.21)
where Kx = 2π/dx, Ky = 2π/dy, dx and dy are the periods in x and
y directions, respectively, and m and n are integers.
It has been proposed that plasmonic waveguides and switches
could be used to make an optical transistor and through it an optical
processor [2]. This approach is replacing the idea of using photons
in processors since the size of the waveguides and other needed
elements can be a smaller. In these speculations it is unfortunately
forgotten that the evanescent tail of the SPP in the dielectric side is
long and some kind of barriers are needed between closely placed
waveguides.
Localized surface plasmons (LSPs) are non-propagating excita-
tions of conduction electrons of metallic nanostructures coupled to
the electromagnetic field [38]. They arise from the scattering prob-
lem of a small, subwavelength conductive nanoparticle in an oscil-
lating electromagnetic field. Electrons are pulled back to the par-
ticle surface by a force arising from the curvature of the particle
allowing a resonance to occur leading to field enhancement both
inside and in the near field outside the particle. Contrary to the
surface plasmon polaritons, localized surface plasmons can be ex-
cited by a direct light illumination.
2.2.2 Nonlinear optics
In nonlinear optics the optical properties of a material system are
modified by the presence of light [44]. Typically, only laser light has
10 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12
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enough intensity to evoke such phenomena. Nonlinearity in this
case means that the response of the material system depends on the
strength of the optical field. The most classic nonlinear optical phe-
nomenon is second harmonic generation [45]. In second harmonic
generation nonlinear material is illuminated with a monochromatic
light beam, wavelength λ. The emerging radiation contains the
original wavelength, but also radiation with doubled frequency, i.e.
wavelength λ/2.
The nonlinearity of the material system is caused by the dipole
moment per unit volume, or polarization P(t) [44]. It depends on
the strength E(t) of the applied optical field. Polarization of the
material system can be written as a power series
P(t) = χ(1)E(t) + χ(2)E2(t) + χ(3)E3(t) + · · · (2.22)
= P(1)(t) + P(2)(t) + P(3)(t) + · · · , (2.23)
where χ(2) and χ(3) are the second- and third-order nonlinear op-
tical susceptibilities, respectively. For simplicity the fields P(t) and
E(t) are here taken as scalar quantities. For vector approach reader
is advised to check reference [44].
2.2.3 Effect of surface quality
It has been found that thin metal films have different optical prop-
erties than bulk metals [46]. The optical properties depend on the
thickness of the film and on the used deposition technique. The af-
fecting parameters are grain size and porosity of the material. There
might also be some impurities like oxides in the material caused by
the deposition conditions. With very small structures like gratings
the surface area of the structure is large compared to the volume
of the element. Therefore the effective refractive index is largely
affected by the surface quality.
To get the simulations and experimental results match it is better
to use refractive index measured from a film with similar thickness
and the same deposition technique. In figures 2.1 and 2.2 three dif-
ferent refractive index and extinction coefficient graphs are shown
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 12 11
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for gold. Values for bulk material have been taken from [47] and
values for 40 nm and 100 nm thick evaporated films were measured
by ellipsometry.
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bulk Au
Au 40 nm
Au 100 nm
λ [nm]
n
Figure 2.1: Three refractive index graphs for gold. Values for bulk gold are taken from [47]
and values for thin films are measured by ellipsometry (courtesy of Anni Lehmuskero).
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Figure 2.2: Three extinction coefficient graphs for gold. Values for bulk gold are taken from
[47] and values for thin films are measured by ellipsometry (courtesy of Anni Lehmuskero).
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2.3 COMPUTATION METHODS
The simulation of the optical response of metallic micro- and nano-
structures is more demanding than of dielectrics because of the con-
ductivity. If we assume the conductivity to be infinite the simula-
tion is a bit easier because then we can neglect the electric field
parallel to the metal surface. This however is not true for real met-
als in the optical region and more reliable results are gotten if finite
conductivity is taken into account [48]. Analytical solutions are
then not available and one has to use numerical methods in simu-
lations. The structures analyzed in this work are periodic and thus
the optical fields they produce consist of propagating and evanes-
cent diffraction orders. When analyzing the optical response of a
micro- or nanostructure with methods based on the use of Fourier
series one has to take enough diffraction orders into calculation to
get the series to converge. Unfortunately when the finite conductiv-
ity of the structure is taken into account the memory requirement
and computation time increase heavily.
Many different computational methods have been developed to
get as accurate simulations as possible. Methods like boundary el-
ement method (BEM) [49], discrete dipole approximation (DDA)
[50] and finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) [51, 52] are
widely used. In our simulations we have used Fourier modal meth-
od (FMM) [53–56]. FMM is a simple and versatile method for sim-
ulations. With symmetry considerations computational efficiency
can be greatly improved and thus we can take more diffraction or-
ders into simulation, leading to better convergence of the Fourier
series [57].
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3 Electron beam lithography
Electron beam lithography (EBL) is a technique for creating ex-
tremely small patterns in resist. It was originally developed for the
electronics industry [58], but has found use also in optics [59, 60].
Compared to optical lithography [61, 62] the resolution of the elec-
tron beam patterning tools is far better. As small as 10 nm feature
sizes have been reported [63, 64]. Also the patterns can be more
complex and there are less restrictions for the substrate. On the
down side the tools are expensive and relatively slow. In the re-
search environment the flexibility of the technique is invaluable.
In this chapter first the principles of electron beam patterning
are described. In the second section the electron beam lithography
tools used in this work are presented. In the last section the used
electron beam resists are described.
3.1 PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON BEAM PATTERNING
In electron beam lithography the patterns are generated in a high-
energy sensitive material, resist, on a substrate by scanning the sur-
face with a beam of electrons. The first EBL tools were made from
scanning electron microscopes in the late 1960s. The electron beam
is formed in the column of the EBL system [58]. In figure 3.1 a
schematic of the column in the Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR electron
beam lithography tool is presented. A basic column has an elec-
tron source, an alignment system, a blanker, two or more magnetic
lenses, a deflector, a stigmator, apertures and an electron detec-
tor. The electrons are emitted from the source and are accelerated
through the column by applying a voltage. The alignment system
centers the beam in the column and the electron lenses focus the
beam. Apertures are used to stop any stray electrons and to limit
the beam, the blanker to turn the beam on and off and the de-
flector to scan the beam on the sample surface. The stigmator is
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the column in the Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR electron beam lithog-
raphy tool. (Courtesy of Vistec Lithography Ltd.)
used to correct beam astigmatism caused by the imperfections in
the construction and alignment of the column. Electron detector
helps in the focusing of the beam and finding the alignment marks.
Since the beam can be deflected only on a small area without com-
promising the accuracy, the sample is placed on a motorized, high
precision x–y table in a chamber located underneath the column
to enable patterning on the whole sample area. A vacuum system
is needed to provide suitable environment inside the column and
chamber and a loading system to move the sample in and out [58].
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The place of some elements, like the beam blanking unit for exam-
ple, can vary between columns made by different manufacturers.
There are plenty of different EBL systems on the market. Gaus-
sian beam shape systems give the smallest spot size but the through-
put of the systems is not good enough for mainstream very-large-
scale integration (VLSI) manufacturing. However for academic re-
search and industrial research and development Gaussian beam
systems are the most common choice. Variable shaped beam sys-
tems give more throughput, but resolution is worse than with Gaus-
sian beam systems. To increase throughput new electron beam sys-
tem types, such as electron projection and parallel maskless sys-
tems, have been developed [65], but so far they are not very widely
used.
Electron beam pattering is done to a resist layer on top of a
substrate. Resist is a high-energy sensitive material which is usually
dissolved in a liquid solvent and therefore it can be spread on the
sample by spinning or spraying. Usually the remains of the solvent
are baked away after the coating. The energy of the electron beam
alters the molecular structure of the resist material in a way that
either the altered (positive resist) or the unaltered material (negative
resist) can be diluted away with a developer solution [58].
One can design any kind of pattern to be exposed, but many
factors affect the final dimensions of the developed pattern. Ex-
posure parameters, beam properties, resist properties and electron-
solid interactions are the most influential. Beam current and the
exposure dose are system parameters the user can (within system
limits) define. Spot size is the result of the combination of user de-
fined parameters, column properties and alignment [66,67]. Higher
operating voltage leads to a smaller spot size. The achievable res-
olution however is not limited by the spot size but by the elec-
tron scattering. The scattered electrons in solids can be divided
to forward scattered electrons (scattering angle less than 90◦) and
backscattered electrons (scattering angle approaching 180◦). At low
doses the line width is influenced mostly by the forward scattered
electrons. At higher doses backscattering starts to have more influ-
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ence. Higher beam energy and low dose results in less scattering
and therefore smaller line width [68]. Backscattering causes also a
phenomenon called the proximity effect [69,70]. The backscattering
range, i.e. the maximum length the electrons travel in the layers
under the resist before scattering back to the resist layer, of high en-
ergy electrons is in most cases wider than the exposed line. There-
fore the neighboring lines get also some energy and are widened.
Total dose is smaller for the lines near the edges of the pattern
than for the lines in the center. That leads to different line widths.
Because of the fundamental nature of the problem, hundreds of
researchers have studied the proximity effect after the first experi-
ments in electron beam lithography and several different correction
methods have been developed [71, 72].
Besides the positive/negative classification of resists, they can
also be divided by the aimed resist profile after development. Bi-
nary resist aim to two level profiles and analog resists to continuous
profiles. Sensitivity and resolution are the most important binary
resist properties. Sensitivity gives the minimum dose required for
the pattern to be developed. Resolution tells the smallest achiev-
able feature size for the used resist [73]. For analog resists there
are more choices in the market and the aimed profile defines the
desired resist properties. Usually analog resists are used as a lot
thicker layers than binary resists and therefore forward scattering
inside the resist has a bigger effect to the resolution.
3.2 ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY TOOLS
The main requirements for the EBL systems are critical dimensional
control, alignment accuracy, cost-effectiveness, flexibility and com-
patibility with other exposure tools [73]. The two EBL systems used
in this work, Leica LION LV1 and Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR ful-
fil these requirements very well. Both are Gaussian beam systems
with a very high accuracy and a small spot size.
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3.2.1 Leica LION-LV1
The Leica LION-LV1 is a Gaussian beam vector scan EBL system
from Leica Lithographie Systeme Jena GmbH. The LION has a col-
umn from ICT GmbH (Heimstetten, Germany) and a pattern gen-
erator from Raith GmbH. The column is shown in figure 3.2. The
electron source is thermal field emitter (TFE). The system has two
operating modes: Step-and-go and continuous path control. In the
step-and-go mode the pattering is done by vector scanning. In vec-
tor scanning the pattern is split to mainfields which are further split
to subfields. The beam is scanned across one subfield at a time for
the whole mainfield area and then the sample is moved by the table
for the next main field to be patterned. In the continuous path con-
trol the beam is held close to the center of the field and the pattern
defined by moving the table [58].
Figure 3.2: Column of the Leica LION-LV1 electron beam lithoragpy tool. (Courtesy of
Vistec Lithography Ltd.)
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LION-LV1 has an operating voltage range of 1–20 kV so it can be
used as a low voltage system or as regular, high beam energy EBL.
With low voltage the proximity effect and substrate damage can be
avoided [58]. Low voltage combined with continuous path control
enables making of curved structures with smooth edges [74]. In
this work operating voltage of 15 kV was used to achieve better
penetration through the relatively thick resist layers. In the vector
scanning mode the maximum working field size can be 180 µm ×
180 µm. The system has an autoloader with the maximum capacity
of 13 substrate holders. Substrates can be mask plates, wafers or
piece parts. Maximum mask plate size is 5” and maximum wafer
size 150 mm. The system is not in our use anymore since it was
replaced by the Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR.
3.2.2 Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR
The Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR is a cheaper and somewhat simpler
version of the full Vistec EBPG5000+ EBL tool. The ES stands for
entry system and HR for high resolution. The core features are the
same as in full EBPG5000+ system and by a series of upgrades the
performance of a full system can be achieved. This Gaussian beam
vector scanning system can operate with 50 kV or 100 kV voltage
and the minimum spot size is less than 2.5 nm. The electron source
is a high current density thermal field emission gun. The pattern
generator of our system has been upgraded to work with up to 50
MHz frequency making the exposures really fast compared to the
LION LV-1. With 50 kV operating voltage the maximum working
field size is 409.6 µm × 409.6 µm and with 100 kV it is 256 µm ×
256 µm. The system has a 2-holder airlock and specific holders for
different substrates ranging from very small piece parts up to 6”
mask plates.
3.3 RESISTS
Electron beam resists are materials sensitive to the energy of the
electron beam. The chemistry of the resist defines the relationship
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of the absorbed energy to the change of the molecular weight of
the resists and the influence of the developer [69]. Typically in elec-
tron beam lithography the energy of the electrons is 10–100 keV, but
also lower and higher energies have been used. Since EBL is used
for many different purposes also the desired properties of the re-
sists vary. Usually high resolution and high sensitivity are the most
sought properties, but when we want to transfer the resist pattern
to the substrate, etch resistance of the material might be more im-
portant. The continuous research on new resist materials and de-
velopment chemistries has lead to a wide variety of commercially
available resists and developers.
Resists are dissolved in a liquid solvent and in most cases they
are spread on a substrate by spin coating, because it is the most
reproducible method. Other coating techniques such as spray, roll
and dip coating are also used, but they produce less uniform layers.
After spreading the resist the solvent is removed by softbake (also
called prebake). Softbake affects the outcome of the exposure and
development and therefore the baking should be done carefully,
keeping the conditions and procedure constant [73].
After electron beam exposure the pattern in the resist is brought
out in development. The resist is developed by immersion, spray
or puddle method. Immersion development can be done simply in
any chemical resistant vessel, but spray and puddle development
methods require dedicated equipment. Since the latter two are au-
tomated processes, their reproducibility is better.
Resists are divided to two groups by their response to the en-
ergy of the electrons: those which are more soluble to the developer
liquid after the irradiation are called positive and those which get
less soluble are called negative. In general positive resists are used
for making binary profiles [68] and negative resists for making con-
tinuous profiles [75], but there are also some exceptions. One can
make continuous profiles with positive resist [76] and binary pro-
files with negative resist [77]. In this work only binary profiles have
been made and therefore only resists suitable for such fabrication
processes are discussed in this section.
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3.3.1 PMMA
Although invented by Haller and coworkers already in the year
1968 [78], polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is still a very widely
used positive resist. It is a high resolution polymeric resist and dur-
ing the electron beam irradiation the long PMMA chains are frag-
mented into shorter ones. Shorter chains are dissolvable for the de-
veloper, typically methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). PMMA is sold in
many different molecular weights and it is dissolved in chloroben-
zene, ethyl lactate or anisole. For isolated lines, higher molecular
weight provides better line-to-line resolution, but for dense gratings
the high molecular weight resists tend to swell in developer and
thus limit the grating development [79]. The contrast and sensitiv-
ity of the PMMA resist can be adjusted by changing the strength
of the developer with the addition of isopropanol (IPA). With a 1:3
MIKB:IPA solution a very high contrast can be achieved, but the
sensitivity is low. Using 1:1 MIBK:IPA solution gives a lot better
sensitivity with a small loss of constrast [58]. The smallest reported
lines patterned in PMMA are less than 5 nm wide [80, 81]. PMMA
is not a very good mask material for plasma etching, because it
is etched away quite easily. On the other hand for lift-off process
(described in section 4.1) it is the first choice.
PMMA resist used in this work was AR-P 661 (Allresist GmbH).
It has a molecular weight of 600K and is dissolved in chloroben-
zene. The samples were developed in a 1:2 MIBK:IPA solution for
60 seconds and rinsed with isopropanol for 30 seconds.
3.3.2 ZEP
Another positive resist used in this work was ZEP 7000-22 from
Zeon Corporation. It is a methyl styrene/chloromethyl acrylate
copolymer and it is dissolved in diglyme (bis(2-methoxyethyl)ether).
It has a good resolution and a very high sensitivity. ZEP has an ex-
cellent plasma etching resistance making it a good mask material
for example in dry etching of metals (described in section 4.2). Zeon
corporation sells its own developers ZED-500 and ZED-750 for ZEP
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7000-22, but in our tests we found that better quality structures can
be achieved using ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate (EEP). EEP gives a little
bit better resolution and the remaining resist layer is thicker than
with Zeon’s own developers. With EEP we used 60 second devel-
oping time followed by a 30 second rinse in IPA and after that a
rinse under flowing DI water.
3.3.3 HSQ
Hydrogen silsesquioxane, HSQ (FOX-12 Flowable Oxide, Dow Corn-
ing Co.) is a high resolution negative resist [82]. It is purely inor-
ganic material and it is dissolved in methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK).
In most cases 0.26N tetramethyl hydroxyl ammonium (TMAH) is
used as a developer but also other developers have been proposed
[83–85]. In this work Microposit 351 developer was used.
The molecule size of HSQ is very small resulting in smooth line
edges even for very narrow lines. Structures with less than 10 nm
feature sizes have been done in HSQ [63, 64, 86]. Grigorescu and
Hagen have extensively reviewed material properties and current
developments of HSQ in Ref. [87]. To summarize one can say that
the material can be used as a high resolution negative tone elec-
tron beam resist but it also has some limitations. The shelf life of
the resist is only 6 months and because of the high sensitivity to
contamination it should always be stored at 5 ◦C and in polyethy-
lene or fluorocarbon bottles. The sensitivity of the resist increases
with time but the resolution and contrast are decreased. Also the
delay between the prebake and exposure affects the sensitivity of
HSQ [88]. However the delay between exposure and development
doesn’t have any effect on sensitivity or resolution at least when a 2-
minute prebake in temperature of 150 ◦C is used [89]. The removal
of HSQ after subsequent process steps requires the use of buffered
hydrofluoric acid (BHF) which dilutes also other oxides from the
sample. This can be avoided by using acetone-soluble PMMA un-
derlayer below HSQ [90].
HSQ seems to be particularly applicable in the fabrication of
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metallic nanoparticles. It could be used as an etching mask for
similar structures as the ones presented in section 5.1. However it
has been reported that the adhesion of HSQ on gold is not very
good [91]. This can be avoided by using proper surface treatment
before applying HSQ. In figure 3.3 L-shaped structures made of
HSQ resist on a fused silica wafer coated with aluminum are pre-
sented.
Figure 3.3: L-structures made of HSQ resist.
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After patterning the sample, we are still far from ready. There are
multiple ways of turning the pattern in resist to a metal micro- or
nanostructure and all of the methods used in this work are pre-
sented in this chapter. The most used method of this work, the
lift-off process, is described in the first section. Although being an
age-old process and well known to experienced readers, the lift-off
process is described quite extensively to give a good starting point
also to inexperienced readers. Dry etching of metals and dielectrics
is described in the second section followed by sections for electro-
plating and atomic layer deposition (ALD).
4.1 LIFT-OFF PROCESS
Lift-off process is an old method for fabrication of metal micro-
and nanostructures. Originally the process has been developed for
printed circuit fabrication and at that time the structure sizes were
in millimeters [73]. The steps of a typical lift-off process are shown
in figure 4.1. First a substrate is covered with a resist which can
be patterned for example by electron beam lithography (EBL) [92],
photolithography [93], nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [94] or soft
interference lithography [95]. In this work we used EBL for pattern-
ing. Resist thickness should be at least twice the thickness of the
aimed metal structure for successful lift-off.
After development it is crucial to remove any traces of resist
from the areas where we want the metal to be attached. This is
done by oxygen plasma in a reactive ion etcher. It should be noted
that when we are removing the residual resist from the developed
areas we are also etching the resist mask. If a too long etching time
is used, the mask is thinned and the corners start to get rounded.
In the next step the metal is deposited on the sample. If the
used material has poor adhesion to the substrate material (for ex-
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Figure 4.1: The steps of the lift-off process.
ample gold on fused silica), an adhesion promoting layer has to be
deposited under the main layer. The metal deposition techniques
used in this work are presented in section 4.1.1. In the final step the
remaining resist and the metal on top of it are removed, i.e. lifted
off by dissolution or swelling (see section 4.1.2). After this step only
the metal in contact with the substrate remains.
The most used resist for lift-off process is PMMA because of its
good resolution and the easy handling, but also because the disso-
lution of it can be done by acetone. In the use of PMMA it should
be remembered that the material is quite soft and structures with
aspect ratio (i.e. the ratio of the height of the structure to its width)
over one can lead to bending of the structure. The key to a success-
ful completion of the lift-off process is the correct resist profile after
development. In metal deposition the material is mostly applied to
the horizontal surfaces but some of it is attached also to the ver-
tical resist walls. This makes the dissolution of resist harder since
the liquid cannot get straight in contact with the resist. If there is
enough undercut in the resist profile the metal deposition on the
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resist walls is not a problem. Another way of getting a suitable re-
sist profile is to use double layer process [96], but for gratings with
very narrow lines there is a risk of line collapse.
Lift-off is a simple method for fabricating metal structures. On
the down side the structure depth is limited and the success of
the process is not certain. Many times there are some areas where
the metal structure is lost for some reason and in other areas there
might be redeposited metal on top of the structure. All in all for
shallow structures for basic research the method is feasible and for
gold structures it is the only possible method at this point.
4.1.1 Metal deposition
Metal depositions for lift-off processes carried out in this work have
been done by two different techniques; thermal evaporation and
sputtering. Both of them have to be done in vacuum or at least
in very low pressure [97]. Otherwise the gaseous species of the
material to be deposited cannot reach the target substrate. The most
used technique was thermal evaporation which is described first.
Second technique, used especially for adhesion layer deposition,
was sputtering.
Thermal evaporation
In thermal evaporation the substrate and the material source are
placed inside a vacuum chamber. We have used two vacuum evap-
orators for this method: Leybold L560 and Leybold Heraeus Univex
300. In the L560 the chamber is bigger and thus the evaporation dis-
tance is larger. It also has bigger vacuum pumps than Univex 300 so
it can reach better vacuum. The best achievable vacuum in Univex
300 is around 3× 10−6 mbar with over night pumping and in L560
it is about one order of magnitude lower. However the L560 has a
separate high vacuum sensor and the Univex 300 has not. The pres-
sure 3× 10−6 mbar is close to the limit of the measurement range
of the basic sensor in Univex 300 and the actual pressure might be
higher since in the L560 the basic sensor shows lower pressure than
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the high vacuum sensor near the limit of its range. On the other
hand in the Univex 300 it is possible to place the substrate straight
above the thermal source which is not possible in the L560. In
some cases the straight deposition angle is critical for the structure
profile. Both systems are equipped with Inficon XTC deposition
monitors.
Heating of the source material is done either by resistive heat-
ing of a tungsten boat or by high energy electron beam. Resistive
heating can be less clean than electron beam heating because the
boat contacts can also heat up [97]. Electron beam heating can also
reach a higher temperature than resistive heating thus making it
applicable for a bigger range of materials. For gold deposition the
temperature needed is relatively low and since resistive heating is
a bit easier to do it has been applied in most cases presented in this
thesis.
Because evaporation is a line-of sight deposition technique, there
is a thickness gradient on the substrate [97]. This can be avoided
by using sample rotation during deposition. The sample is rotated
around the chamber which changes the incident angle of the de-
posited material and therefore averages out the thickness variation.
This works well for plain thin films but for lift-off it can be harmful.
The amount of metal deposited on the resist mask walls is then
higher which is particularly problematic for small structures. In
figure 4.2 the same resist mask (period 200 nm, linewidth 110nm)
has been covered with a 30 nm thick layer of evaporated chromium.
The sample shown in figure 4.2(a) was rotated during the evapora-
tion and the sample in figure 4.2(b) was placed straight above the
evaporation source. The difference in the metal deposition is visi-
ble.
Bigger structures don’t get buried like smaller ones, but with
them the shape of the achieved metal structure is not optimal. In
figure 4.3 a resist mask (period 500 nm, linewidth 250 nm) has been
covered with a 50 nm thick layer of evaporated chromium. One
can see from 4.3(a) that the amount of metal in the sidewalls of
the mask is acceptable but the surface of the metal in the grooves
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Resist mask (period 200 nm, linewidth 110nm) covered with a 30 nm thick
evaporated chromium layer. In (a) the sample was rotated during the evaporation and in
(b) the sample was placed straight above the evaporation source.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Resist mask (period 500 nm, linewidth 250nm) covered with a 50 nm thick
evaporated chromium layer. In (a) the sample was rotated during the evaporation and in
(b) the sample was placed straight above the evaporation source.
is curved whereas in 4.3(b) the surface is straight. The reason for
curved surface is the shadowing of the mask in the evaporation
when the sample is rotated. The effect of mask shape is discussed
in section 4.2.4.
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Sputtering
Sputtering is done in inert gas atmosphere, in most cases in argon
[62]. Either DC or RF power supply generates plasma around the
target and inert gas ions dislodge ions from the target onto the
substrate [97]. DC sputtering can be used to deposit metals but
it cannot be used with dielectric materials. RF sputtering can be
used for both, but the deposition rate is lower in RF sputtering
because there are fewer ions in the plasma. Deposition rate can be
improved by adding a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the
electric field. Magnetic field ionizes more gas molecules and it is
applied by placing magnets below the target. The sputtering system
used in this work was Emitech K675. It has three magnetron target
assemblies with peltier cooling and a rotating sample table.
During sputtering process the chamber pressure is higher than
in thermal evaporation and thus there can be more impurities in the
deposited layer [97]. Because of the multiple collisions of the ions,
the deposited material can come to the substrate from anywhere in
the upper half-space. Thus the material is deposited also to the ver-
tical parts of the substrate. For that reason only very thin layers can
be deposited for lift-off process by sputtering, in this work mainly
chromium adhesion layers for gold structures on fused silica sub-
strates. In that case only 3 nm of chromium is needed.
4.1.2 Lift-off
In the last step of the lift-off process the actual lift-off is done. The
substrate is placed in a solvent bath to dissolute the remaining resist
and the metal on top of it. If the resist mask has a simple pattern
like a two dimensional grating and it is high compared to the de-
posited metal thickness this step is usually quite easy. When more
complex patterns and thicker deposited layers are introduced it can
be more challenging to complete the process with no damages to
the structure or redeposition of the removed material. For optical
solutions such imperfections can be impairing.
When PMMA resist is used as a mask we can be sure that the
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solvent, acetone dissolves all of the resist material but the metal on
top of the resist forms small flakes floating in the solvent. If these
flakes settle on the structure or on the substrate they are very hard
or impossible to remove. This redeposition can be avoided by plac-
ing the substrate face down to the solvent bath and by changing the
substrate to a clean solvent bath after most of the resist is removed,
usually quite soon after placing the substrate in the first bath. To
improve the solvent penetration to the smallest features the second
bath can be placed to a ultrasonic washer. It can also be beneficial
to heat the second bath in the ultrasonic washer to about 50 ◦C.
4.2 DRY ETCHING
Etching is a process in which material not covered with a mask is
removed. Etching process using a liquid chemical etchant (typically
some suitable acid) is called wet etching and a process with dry
chemistry is called dry etching. Wet etching is an isotropic process
which means that the material removal proceeds to all directions
(with crystalline materials the etch rate can be different for different
orientations of the crystal lattice). Dry etching is an anisotropic
process meaning that the material removal is directional.
Dry etching uses free radicals or ions to remove material [73].
The ions and radicals are formed in plasma which is generated ei-
ther in the same vacuum chamber with the substrate (reactive ion
etching) or in a separate chamber from which they are directed to
the substrate (ion beam etching) [62]. Plasma is generated by ap-
plying a radio frequency voltage between the two electrodes which
makes free electrons oscillate and collide with gas molecules. Typi-
cal RF frequency is 13.56 MHz. One of the electrodes is inductively
coupled to the RF generator. Since the other electrode is grounded,
a dc bias voltage is developed between them. Former electrode be-
comes cathode and latter anode. Cathode gets negatively charged
as electrons gather to it and inductive coupling to the RF generator
prevents the charge from transferring over the capacitor. In etching
process the substrate is placed on the cathode and the positive ions
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of the plasma bombard it. If the energy of the ions is greater than
50 eV when hitting a surface, momentum transfer, bond breakage
and lattice damage can occur to the etched material. The damaged
atoms or molecules are very susceptible to attack by free radicals or
ions [73].
Dry etching is typically a combination of physical and chemical
processes, but can also be only one of them. Argon sputter etching
and ion beam etching are purely physical processes. Reactive ion
etching and reactive ion beam etching have both physical and chem-
ical characteristics to make the process anisotropic. Purely chemi-
cal etching process is more isotropic so also the material under the
mask is etched leading to rounded sidewalls in the structure [98].
4.2.1 Argon sputter etching
Argon sputter etching was tried the first time in the early 1960s for
etching of semiconductor films, but it turned out unfeasible since
the common photoresist masks degraded faster than silicon [73].
Being a purely physical process it requires the mask to be harder
than the material to be etched to get at least as high structure to
the substrate as the height of the mask. In figure 4.4 the typical
process steps of argon sputter etching are presented. The patterning
is done by EBL and mask by lift-off. The actual argon sputtering
step is done in a reactive ion etching system, in our case in March
CS-1701 from March Instruments. After sputter etching the mask
is removed, if necessary for the usability of the structure. In this
example process thermally evaporated titanium has been used as
an adhesion layer in place of chromium so there wouldn’t be any
problems of structures detaching in mask removal step.
Positive argon ions from the plasma are extracted by the large
field electric at the cathode and sputter that electrode at near-normal
incidence [62]. The energy of the ions ranges from a few to several
hundred electron volts, depending on the plasma conditions and
chamber construction. Lowering the chamber pressure increases
the energy of the ions as the bias voltage and mean free path of the
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Figure 4.4: The steps of the argon sputter etching process.
ions increase. Etch rates are close to same for all materials but all
in all they are slow, typically from ten to a few tens of nanometers
per minute.
Besides being a slow process, argon sputter etching suffers also
from bad profile of the etched structure. Usually sidewalls of the
obtained structure are positively sloped. This results from the round-
ed corners of the mask [62]. The roundening of the mask corners is
caused by the difference in etch rate with different incident angles.
An ion hitting a surface in small angle needs less energy to remove
material than an ion coming in larger angle. Also roughness in the
walls of the structure can be harmful in optical solutions.
4.2.2 Reactive ion etching
Reactive ion etching (RIE) uses reactive chemical species to etch
target material. Plasma is the source of the reactive species which
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diffuse to the sample and form volatile products with the material
to be removed [62]. Anisotropy is achieved by sidewall passivation;
the etching process is tuned so that etch resistant material is being
deposited to those parts of the structure which don’t get ion bom-
bardment, mainly sidewalls [99]. The sources of sidewall passiva-
tion material can be suitable precursors formed in plasma, erosion
and redeposition of mask material or poorly volatile etch products
of the material to be etched.
In the dry etching process both the material to be etched and the
mask material are removed. The ratio of the these etching depths
is called selectivity. Bigger selectivity leads to deeper etched struc-
tures with the same mask thickness. Therefore selectivity is a very
important factor in the dry etching process.
All materials are naturally not reactive with the same process
gases. Some materials are not reactive to any available gases and
therefore the material range processable with reactive ion etching
is limited. On the other hand, if the material is etchable and the
selectivity is good, the etched structure can be a lot deeper with
higher aspect ratio than structures made by lift-off.
RIE system can be equipped with a inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) source. In ICP source the plasma is driven inductively with
a power source operating also at 13.56 MHz [62]. ICP creates high-
density, low-pressure, low-energy plasmas by coupling ion-produc-
ing electrons to the magnetic field arising from the RF voltage. For
example for lithium niobate (LiNbO3) the etch rate with ICP has
been reported to be a lot higher than with only RIE [100]. Recently
even gold, which has been thought to be a hard material for chem-
ical dry etching, has been successfully etched with ICP [101].
The steps of a typical diffractive optical element fabrication pro-
cess are shown in figure 4.5. The process starts with electron beam
lithography and includes two reactive ion etching steps. Chromium
is etched in chlorine-oxygen plasma and fused silica is etched in a
gas combination of trifluoromethane (CHF3), argon, and oxygen.
Usually ZEP 7000-22 resist is used in EBL patterning since it has a
good selectivity over chromium in chlorine based etching.
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Figure 4.5: The steps of the fabrication of a diffractive optical element.
The two RIE systems used in this work were Plasmalab 100 with
a ICP380 source and Plasmalab 80, both from Oxford Plasma tech-
nology. Plasmalab 80 system is smaller and used for oxide, nitride
and silicon etching. Plasmalab 100 system uses also toxic gases (Cl2,
BCl3 and HBr) and is therefore equipped with a vacuum loadlock
for safe use. Besides etching of oxides, nitrides and silicon it can be
used to etch chromium and aluminum. Both systems have helium
back side cooling which improves thermal contact between the liq-
uid cooled electrode and the substrate. By lowering the substrate
temperature the durability of a resist mask can be improved.
Oxide and nitride etching
Oxides and nitrides are etched with fluorine-containing gases. Usu-
ally process gases are CHF3, argon, and oxygen. Other fluorine-
containing gases which can be used in oxide and nitride etching
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are CF4 and SF6. Adding of oxygen increases fluorine to carbon
ratio which increases etch rate [62]. On the other hand, oxygen
attacks heavily to polymers so it reduces selectivity when a resist
mask is used. Therefore a metal mask is preferred in oxide and ni-
tride etching. Selectivity of silicon dioxide to chromium is usually
from 30 to 36 in our common etching process while to PMMA it’s
less than one and to ZEP from 1 to 2. In this work chromium was
used as a mask material in the etching of silicon dioxide (SiO2) and
silicon nitride (Si3N4).
Chromium etching
Chromium etching is done in chlorine atmosphere. By adding a
suitable amount of oxygen the etch rate of chromium can be in-
creased without losing the selectivity over the resist mask [102].
Helium back side cooling has also been found to improve etching
result.
Chromium etching can be done using a durable resist, such as
ZEP or HSQ, or some oxide, such as silicon oxide (SiO2) or titanium
oxide (TiO2), as a mask. When using hard mask one has to ensure
that the mask is pore-free and uniform. To achieve this the mask
has to either evaporated in good vacuum or deposited by ALD.
Selectivity of chromium to ZEP is from 1 to 1.5 which is in most
cases good enough.
Aluminum etching
Chlorine based techniques are used also for aluminum etching, but
to that process boron trichloride (BCl3) needs to be added to get
through the native oxide layer on top of aluminum. Oxides have a
very high etch resistance to chlorine plasma and therefore they can
be used as durable masks in chromium and aluminum etchings.
Only the deposition of pore-free oxide on top of the metal layer can
be troublesome. Pores and ununiformities in the oxide mask cause
holes and surface roughness to the etched metal structure.
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Also the quality of the aluminum layer affects the outcome of
the etching process. In figure 4.6 two dry etched aluminum grids
are shown. Both structures are etched with a ZEP resist mask and
the remained mask material has been removed by oxygen plasma
before imaging. The structure in figure 4.6(a) is etched to a 400 nm
thick aluminum film deposited in our department. The film was
thermally evaporated in low vacuum. After this test the quality
of our own aluminum layers has been improved by lowering the
chamber pressure with titanium evaporation before the aluminum
evaporation. This way the chamber pressure can be lowered to
about 2× 10−7. The structure in figure 4.6(b) is etched to a com-
mercial 400 nm thick sputtered aluminum film from Nanofilm, Inc.
In both cases exactly the same etching process has been used, but
the quality of the etched structure is totally different. With our own
aluminum the etching process hasn’t gotten through the layer, but
the structure under the mask has already gotten heavy damage.
With commercial aluminum the etching process has gone through
the layer and no undercutting is seen. Still some pores, shape vari-
ations and distinguishable material defects are seen also in figure
4.6(b). Therefore the first step in fabrication of aluminum micro-
and nanostructures is to get good quality aluminum films.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Inductive grids made by dry etching to thermally evaporated aluminum de-
posited in our department (a) and commercial sputtered aluminum (b).
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Silicon etching
Silicon etching can be done both in RIE and in ICP systems. In RIE
the etching is fluorine based (process gases are usually either CHF3
or SF6 and oxygen). The etch rate is slow but sufficient for shallow
structures like molds for nanoimprint lithography [35]. RIE etching
of silicon can suffer from isotropy. In figure 4.7 cut profile and tilt
view of a square hole array etched to silicon by RIE is presented.
Using ICP and a gas combination of hydrogen bromide (HBr) and
oxygen the etching speed can be increased and anisotropy enhanced
[103]. Cl2 based ICP processes are also used but HBr gives better
structure shape [104].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: RIE etched hole array in silicon from side (a) and tilt (b) views.
4.2.3 Reactive ion beam etching
Reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) system combines the physical and
chemical etching processes effectively. Material is removed by pro-
cesses that are mainly physical and therefore metal masks are pre-
ferred over resist masks. Also the quality of the mask has a bit
bigger role in the outcome of the etching than in reactive ion etch-
ing.
The reactive ions are generated in a separate ion source and
driven to the substrate with applied voltage. One big advantage of
this system is that the sample can be rotated to change the incident
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angle of the ions. This allows fabrication of overhanging structures
like slanted gratings (see figure 4.8). Such gratings can be used as
light couplers [105, 106]. Reactive ion beam etching has been used
to etch for example SiO2 [107, 108] and LiNbO3 [109]. The RIBE
system used in this work was Ionfab 300 Plus from Oxford Plasma
technology.
Figure 4.8: Cut profile of a slanted grating in quartz made by reactive ion beam etching.
4.2.4 Effect of mask quality
Mask shape and hardness affect the outcome of the dry etching
process. Resist masks are easy and straightforward to make and
use, but they are also soft compared to metal masks. If the etching
process is long, soft mask can start to rounden from corners and it
results in positive sloped profile in the etched structure. One has
to remember also that differences between resist materials are big.
PMMA is not a good mask for dry etching because of its softness
and poor etch resistance. On the other hand ZEP and HSQ resist
can be very durable in dry etching, especially when the etching is
done in chlorine atmosphere.
Chromium mask can be done by lift-off, wet etching or dry etch-
ing. Wet etching is not a good option for micro- and nanostructures
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since it is an anisotropic process and therefore leads to heavy un-
dercutting, but for larger structures it works fine. As an example
of the effect of mask quality, in figure 4.9 reactive ion beam etched
structures in fused silica are shown. In both cases the chromium
mask was made by lift-off and it was 50 nm thick. In 4.9(a) the sub-
strate was rotated during the chromium evaporation and in 4.9(b)
the substrate was placed straight above the source. Same masks
were shown earlier in figure 4.3. Since the mask made with rota-
tion is thinner from the edges it degrades faster, which results in
more triangular profile of the slanted grating.
Dry etched chromium masks are more rectangular than masks
made by lift-off as can be seen in figure 4.10(a). Therefore also
the structure profile of the reactive ion beam etched fused silica is
better compared to those gotten with lift-off masks (Fig. 4.10(b)).
The thickness of the chromium mask was also in this case 50 nm
and the reactive ion beam etching was done in the same run with
lift-off samples. Even though the source material is the same as in
lift-off masks there is less mask erosion during etching. Therefore
dry etched mask has lasted the whole 20 minutes 50 seconds long
etching process since the top part of the structure is smooth where
as in structures in figure 4.9 the top part is rough. The structure in
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Reactive ion beam etched structures in fused silica. In (a) the chromium mask
was made by lift-off with the substrate rotating during evaporation and in (b) the sample
was placed straight above the source.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Dry etched chromium mask (a) and reactive ion beam etched structure in
fused silica (b).
figure 4.10(b) is all in all quite smooth although the profile is not
optimal.
4.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOSITION
Electroplating and electroforming are forms of electrochemical de-
position with slightly different goals. Both are used among other
processes in the fabrication of micro- and nanostructures and are
thus discussed in this section. Electrochemical deposition, or elec-
trodeposition, involves ion diffusion and migration in an electric
field, and the reduction of the charged growth species at the growth
or deposition surface [110]. The target to be plated needs to be ei-
ther conductive itself or it has to have a conductive seed layer on
top of it. For optical solutions this seed layer can destroy the usabil-
ity of the element, because it’s not fully transparent and therefore
it should be removed before the use of the structure.
Electroplating in general refers to a process where the aim is
to cover conductive surfaces with thin films for example for corro-
sion protection [111]. The thickness of the electroplated layer can
be controlled with the plating time. By introducing a mask on top
of the seed layer or conductive substrate one can make the electro-
chemically deposited material to grow only to the mask openings.
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One way of masking the substrate is to use a resist mask patterned
by electron beam lithography (Fig. 4.11). The fabrication process
starts with EBL and the grooves of the developed resist are then
filled with metal by electrochemical deposition starting from the
seed layer under the resist mask. For example this method has
been used to create X-ray optics [112].
Electroforming refers to a process where the goal is to repli-
cate the pattern from a master to metal. Probably the most known
microfabrication process exploiting electroforming method is the
LIGA (acronym from germanwords Lithographie, Galvanoformung
and Abformung, i.e. lithography, electroplating and molding) pro-
cess [113]. In LIGA patterning is done by optical lithography but
similar process can be done using any patterning method. In figure
4.12 the steps of a typical nickel mold process are presented. Again
the patterning is done by electron beam lithography. In this case the
resist structure (could be also for example dry etched fused silica
or silicon) and the substrate is covered with a thin evaporated or
sputtered metal seed layer. Electrochemical deposition is then used
Figure 4.11: The steps of the fabrication process for micro- and nanostructures by electro-
plating.
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Figure 4.12: The steps of the fabrication process for a nickel shim with micro- and nanos-
tructures by electroforming.
to bury the master structure and to form a durable plate under the
replicated structure. In the separation step some resist is left in the
metal replica and it can be removed with a proper solvent. In figure
4.13 a nickel plate and SEM image of the structure in it are shown.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: Nickel plate made by electroforming (a) and SEM image of the structure in it
(b).
4.4 ATOMIC LAYER DEPOSITION
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a coating technique where the
material is grown in a cyclic manner [114]. In the simplest case,
one cycle consist of four steps: (1) exposure of the first precursor,
(2) purge or evacuation of the reaction chamber, (3) exposure of the
second precursor, and (4) purge or evacuation [115]. Molecules of
the first precursor either react with functional groups on the surface
or chemisorb. Only a monomolecular layer of precursor can attach
to the surface and the following purge or evacuation removes the
rest of the material. The second precursor reacts with the mono-
layer forming the desired solid. The number of cycles determines
the thickness of the deposited layer as each cycle increases the de-
posited thickness with exactly the same amount.
Compared to evaporation and sputtering techniques the mate-
rial distribution is totally different in ALD. No geometrical limita-
tions exist as long as process gases can get to the surface. Therefore
the same amount of material is deposited to every open surface
forming a good quality and uniformity thin film. If the number of
cycles is set high enough the original structure can be buried in the
same way as in electroforming.
One restriction of the applicability of the method is the temper-
ature of the reactor in which the deposition takes place and recently
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a lot of research has been going on to lower it [116]. So far in most
cases the reactor temperature is so high that organic materials can’t
be coated without damaging them. Another drawback is the slow-
ness of the process, but in research it doesn’t usually matter and for
mass production the batch size can be increased. ALD process can
be used to deposit oxides, nitrides and metals [114]. The process
has been used to fine-tune surface properties [96] and to reduce
the feature size of slot waveguides [117]. The iridium deposition
done by ALD presented in the chapter 5 has been performed at the
Department of Chemistry in the University of Helsinki.
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5 Applications for metallic
micro- and nanostructures
In this chapter some of the applications, for which elements have
been fabricated by the author using the techniques described in
chapter 4, are presented. Based on the electromagnetic theory de-
scribed in chapter 2 the optical properties of the fabricated struc-
tures are briefly discussed. The optical response of the structures
has been simulated using a numerical method based on the rigor-
ous diffraction theory, the Fourier modal method, because analyti-
cal functions are known only for a very limited number of geome-
tries [118].
5.1 SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
As already discussed in section 2.2.2 metal structures can give rise
to nonlinear optical effects if they are correctly designed. Sec-
ond harmonic generation (SHG) is one of the most studied non-
linear effects. Previously the effects exhibiting the highest enhance-
ments have depended mainly on the intensity of the local field.
However, fundamental phase and symmetry considerations dictate
that second-order nonlinear optical processes (such as SHG) require
noncentrosymmetry [44]. Strong fields alone may then be insuffi-
cient for SHG if the sample is centrosymmetric.
To study SHG experimentally we have fabricated T-shaped gold
structures with variable gap size between horizontal and vertical
bars on a fused silica substrate by lift-off process (see figure 5.1).
The bar length of the structure was 250 nm and width 125 nm.
Period of the structure was 500 nm in both directions. 5 nm thick
sputtered chromium adhesion layer was used under the 20 nm thick
evaporated gold layer. Finally a 20 nm thick fused silica layer was
evaporated to protect the structures from detaching in high power
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Figure 5.1: T-shaped gold structures on a fused silica substrate made by lift-off process.
laser measurements.
It was shown that the SHG response is driven by localized en-
hancement of the nearly resonant fundamental field [26, 27]. The
strongest fundamental fields occur at the particle boundaries (see
Fig. 5.2), which means that the SHG responses arise through the lo-
cal surface susceptibility of the metal particles. The SHG responses
depend on the size of the gap between the horizontal and vertical
bars, but they don’t decrease linearly as one could deduce from
theory [119]. The largest gap (40 nm) gives weak SHG responses
for both components, as might be expected from theory which pre-
dicts that the gap must be small (a few nanometers or less) to en-
hance the SHG response [119,120] and from experimental evidence
of overlapping cylindrical apertures [121].
The SHG response of noncentrosymmetric T-shaped gold struc-
tures with gaps is dominated by the polarization and symmetry of
the distribution of local fields in the structure [28]. Strong local
fields in the gap are not alone sufficient for efficient SHG, because
of the noncentrosymmetry requirement of second-order processes.
Also the local-field distribution and its polarization properties can
exhibit a sensitive and complicated dependence on the gap size.
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Figure 5.2: Electric field Y-component distributions for incident X and Y-polarizations, as
indicated by the column headings: (a,b) 1 nm nanogap; (c, d) 20 nm nanogap [26].
The local fields can contain strong polarization components which
do not exist in the incident field. They arise from the low struc-
tural symmetry and drive the nonlinearity efficiently. Therefore
the tensorial properties of the strong nonlinear signals depend in
a nontrivial way on the gap size and the overall symmetry of the
structure. It is possible that a relatively large gap gives rise to a
particular component of the measured strong nonlinearity.
It has also been shown that SHG from T-shaped gold nanostruc-
tures is significantly influenced by the chiral symmetry breaking
that arises from the nonorthogonal mutual orientations of its hor-
izontal and vertical bars. In particular, the responses of left- and
right-hand circularly polarized (LCP and RCP, respectively) light
differ. Circular-difference response (CDR) can be calculated from
the second harmonic intensities for LCP and RCP using [122]
CDR =
∣∣∣∣ ILCP − IRCP(ILCP + IRCP)/2
∣∣∣∣. (5.1)
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Because the individual bars are symmetric, the effect must arise
from their mutual coupling. It would be expected that the small-
est gap should lead to the strongest coupling and thus the highest
chiral signatures. Contrarily it was found that the chiral signatures
for the smallest gaps were weak and that they peak for a larger gap
size (see Fig. 5.3). This is caused by the polarization-dependent
local field distribution of the fundamental light in the structure for
LCP and RCP. [29]
Figure 5.3: Circular-difference response as a function of gap size. Inset: Normalized SHG
intensity from a sample with a 15 nm gap as a function of the quarter wave plate angle.
The solid curve is a fit to a theoretical model. Vertical dashed lines indicate the circular
polarization states. [29]
5.2 ENHANCED OR SUPPRESSED TRANSMISSION
Inductive grids (Fig. 4.6 in page 37) can be designed to have either
enhanced or suppressed transmission [30, 31]. Inductive grid filters
are used to block electromagnetic radiation after some cut-off wave-
length. They are widely used in the mirrors of radio telescopes and
in the doors of common microwave ovens.
We aimed to develop a method to produce filters that are able to
reject near-infrared radiation but transmit shorter wavelengths [30].
To reject radiation with wavelength above 1 µm the period of the
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grid should be less than 400 nm [48]. The thickness of the grid af-
fects the absorption of infrared radiation, while the effective area
of the holes of the grid is responsible for the transmission in the
short wavelength region. To fulfill both requirements one should
be able to produce narrow metal lines with high aspect ratio. To
avoid unwanted losses of X-ray radiation, the filters should be free-
standing. The fabrication process started with patterning by elec-
tron beam lithography. The pattern was transferred from resist to
evaporated fused silica layer on a silicon substrate by dry etching.
Then the grooves in fused silica were filled with iridium by ALD
and the excess iridium on top of the mask was removed by argon
sputter etching. Finally the structure was made free-standing by
removing the substrate from under the grid by wet etching of sil-
icon. The fabricated free-standing iridium grid is shown in figure
5.4(a) from front side and in figure 5.4(b) from back side. Period
of the structure was 400 nm, line width 80 nm and thickness 400
nm. Calculated and measured transmittance of the grid is shown
in figure 5.5. Experimental transmittance is a bit lower than pre-
dicted by calculations in the visible region. It is most likely caused
by the particles on top of the grid (see Fig. 5.4(a)). These particles
are suspected to be unremovable residual of the polyimide coating
used to protect the structure during the through wafer etching.
We have also studied the extraordinary transmission of induc-
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Inductive grid filter made of iridium from front (a) and back (b) sides [30].
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Figure 5.5: Calculated and measured transmittance of the inductive grid filter made of
iridium [30].
tive grids [31]. The effect is mediated by surface plasmons in pe-
riodically perforated metal films and it has been well known for
many years [123]. There has been a lot of discussion whether the
role of surface plasmons is positive or negative [42, 124–127], it has
been commonly admitted that the transmission effect involves two
major contributions: the resonant excitation of surface plasmon po-
laritons (SPPs) on the continuous metal surface and the nonreso-
nant excitation of cavity surface plasmons (CSPs) localized in the
holes [127–130]. The diffraction modes of the grating can be cou-
pled to both the SPPs and CSPs; it is the interference between the
resonant and nonresonant processes that leads to the Fano-type
profile of the transmission spectrum [128, 129].
To study this effect we have fabricated a gold inductive grid on a
fused silica substrate by electron beam lithography and lift-off. The
period of the grid was 800 nm, hole size 375 nm and thickness 65
nm. A 3 nm chromium adhesion layer was sputtered on the sample
before gold evaporation. The fabricated structure is shown in figure
5.6(b). Its transmittance and reflectance were measured at various
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Geometry of the inductive grid measurements (a) and fabricated gold grid on
a fused silica substrate (b) [31].
incident angles by spectroscopic ellipsometry (with a variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometer VASE from J. A. Woollam Co.) in the
wavelength range 1000 ∼ 1600 nm for both p- and s-polarization.
Geometry and notations of the setup are shown in figure 5.6(a). The
results of the transmittance measurements are shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Calculated and measured transmittance of the inductive grid made of gold.
Blue circles and lines are measured and calculated values for p-polarization and red squares
and lines are measured and calculated values for s-polarization, respectively.
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Comparing the two polarization cases (p and s), we can see that
the polarization-dependent transmission behavior arises from the
lift of degeneracy of the SPP modes at oblique incidence. For s-
polarization, in the interested spectral range, only the (0,±1)sub
SPP modes on the gold-silica interface are excited (consistent with
the TM-excitation condition of SPPs in Ref. [42]), whose disper-
sion is still degenerate due to the symmetry of the two modes with
respect to the incidence plane and exhibits small dependence on
the incident angle θ. For p-polarization, however, the (±1, 0)sub
SPP modes are excited in the gold-substrate interface (denoted with
sub), whose dispersion is further split due to the asymmetrical ex-
citation condition of the two modes in the incidence plane and is
therefore very sensitive to θ. Consequently, as the transmittance of
s-polarized case remains almost unchanged with respect to the nor-
mal incidence case with the increase of θ in theOxz plane, the trans-
mission peak of the p-polarized case turns drastically to a dip. By
adjusting the splitting of SPP dispersion by incident angle θ, we can
thereby achieve the polarization-switching enhanced/suppressed
transmission at a given wavelength λ = 1300 nm. Transmittance
of the structure predicted by geometrical optics is about 0.22. For
our structure the transmittance of s-polarized light was about 0.7 so
the enhancement factor is about 3.2.
5.3 POLARIZATION ROTATION
Besides having a suppressed or enhanced transmission, an induc-
tive grid can have also simultaneously optical activity [32]. With
our gold film with chiral holes (fig. 5.8) we were able to rotate the
polarization of incoming light. The structure was made by electron
beam lithography and lift-off process. Compared to the previously
studied chiral structures [131–135] our structure is complementary
which enables enhanced transmission. The optical property of the
structure was characterized with spectroscopic ellipsometry. In
figure 5.9 calculated and measures transmittance and polarization
rotation of the structure as well as ellipticity of the transmitted light
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Figure 5.8: Gold grid with chiral holes on a fused silica substrate.
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Figure 5.9: Calculated and measured transmittance of the inductive grid with chiral holes
made of gold. Blue solid lines present measured values and red dashed lines calculated
values [32].
beam are shown.
The principle and optical performance of the proposed struc-
ture was demonstrated. An enhanced transmittance peak of 53%
was observed at wavelength 1168 nm accompanied nearby by a po-
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larization rotation peak (about 8◦ in theory and 4◦ in experiment)
at normal incidence. The effective specific rotatory power reaches
105 deg/mm, which is one or two orders of magnitude larger than
that of previous particle-type 2D metallic planar chiral structures
and several orders larger than that of natural chiral media. When
the thickness is 50 nm or higher it has only a slight effect on the
transmittance. Below the thickness of 50 nm the transmittance gets
lower when thickness is increased.
5.4 ASYMMETRICAL EXCITATION OF SURFACE PLASMON
POLARITONS
In the earlier studies the optical excitation of surface plasmon po-
laritons has been done by prism coupling, with topological defect
on the surface or with periodic corrugation in the surface [136]. To
control the direction of the propagating surface plasmon, oblique
angle of incidence has been used [137,138], but for simplicity of the
optical set up it would sometimes be better to be able to work with
normal incidence.
Kleemann et al. have introduced a two dimensional binary grat-
ing, called the blazed area-coded effective-medium structure (BLAC-
ES), in which the index distribution of the element can be quite
easily tailored [139]. The gradient local effective dielectric con-
stant of the grating layer for x-polarized incidence can be calculated
from [140]
ǫeff(x) = ǫmet f (x) + ǫdie[1− f (x)], (5.2)
where f (x) is the local fill factor of metal at a given x. We imple-
mented the same idea to unidirectional coupling of surface plas-
mon polaritons excited with light coming in normal incidence [33].
When the grating is mounted under normal incidence and the SPP
is to be excited by the ±1st orders, momentum conservation can be
satisfied by
kSPP = ±Kxˆ. (5.3)
The fabrication process included electron beam lithography and lift-
off. The resulting gold layer with triangular holes is presented in
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Figure 5.10: Gold layer with triangular holes for asymmetrical coupling of surface plasmon
polaritons [33].
figure 5.10.
A scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) was used to
characterize the surface plasmon coupling [33]. In figure 5.11 the
near-field strength, i.e. square root of the field intensity, scanned
across the illumination spot is presented. The scan length was 100
µm and the wavelength was changed from 1460 to 1580 nm with
a step of 4 nm. The spot diameter was about 20 µm. We can con-
Figure 5.11: Near-field strength scanned in x direction across the illumination spot for TE
(a) incidence and TM (b) incidence. The amplitude scale is in arbitrary units. [33]
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clude that though the asymmetrical coupling effect was weak, it
corresponds well with the simulations.
5.5 MASS FABRICATION
Since the use of micro- and nanostructures is all the time increas-
ing in consumer goods, there is also a need for mass fabrication of
them. The fabrication of the original surface structure can cost a
lot, but it doesn’t matter if there is a cost effective way to replicate
the structure. If the costs of the original structure can be divided
between thousands of replicated pieces, the cost per unit can be-
come acceptable. The copying of surface-relief micro- and nanos-
tructures can be done by replication techniques such as hot em-
bossing [141–143], (micro) injection molding [141, 144, 145], or UV-
moulding [141, 146, 147]. In figure 5.12 roll-to-roll replicated beam
shaping lenses from Nanocomp Oy Ltd and the system they are
made with are shown. These very thin (less than 0.385 mm) and
flexible lenses are used in LED light collimation.
Electroforming is one way of fabricating a stamp for replication.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Roll-to-roll replicated NAFLENS beam shaping lenses (a) and roll-to-roll
replication system (b). The lenses are used LED light collimation. Images courtesy of
Nanocomp Oy Ltd.
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It has been used to replicate for example dielectric diffractive optical
elements [148]. The master structure can be made by electron beam
lithography and dry etching. By introducing an intermediate UV-
moulding step the original master structure can be saved [34]. UV-
moulding can be used to replicate structures even with very sharp
features [149] and it doesn’t do any damage to the original master
structure. Therefore it can be repeated many times if necessary. The
metal stamp used in replication will inevitably get damaged in use
and it has to be replaced. If the original master is still usable the
fabrication costs of a new master will be saved.
Mass fabrication of metallic micro- and nanostructures is not as
simple as of dielectrics. There are no one-step processes for repli-
cating metal structures. One possibility could be to use roll-to-roll
nanoimprint lithography [150] to make masks for further process-
ing. Replicas with masks could be then used in lift-off or etching
processes in large batches.
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6 Conclusions
Methods for fabricating metallic micro- and nanostructures have
been discussed. The desired material and structure depth limit the
choice of fabrication method. If more than one possible method
exists, thought should be given to the effect of the chosen method
to the shape of the final structure. The simplest available method
might lead to undesired features in the structure.
Some applications of the metal structures and their theoretical
background were presented. The applications include structures for
experimental basic research as well as application directed filtering
devices and mass fabrication. Most of the structures were made by
lift-off which is a simple method for creating shallow structures, but
doesn’t work that well for high aspect ratio structures. For those
cases dry etching, electrochemical deposition and ALD methods
were considered.
The controllable fabrication of metallic micro- and nanostruc-
tures is a demanding task. Electron beam lithography is a flex-
ible though slow method for pattering of micro- and nanostruc-
tures. Slowness is not a problem in research environment where
high throughput is not needed. Fortunately, for mass fabrication
there are multiple ways of replicating the original master structure
which makes the use of microstructures feasible also in consumer
products. For metallic structures mass fabrication is not as simple
as for dielectric structures, but new methods will be developed to
overcome the problems in it.
Although some applications of metallic micro- and nanostruc-
tures, like surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [14] used
in spectroscopy, are already at mature commercial stage, there is
still plenty of room for basic research. When using correct fabri-
cation methods and materials the promising optical effects of the
metal structures can be realized. Before proceeding to fabrication
the optical response of the structure should be carefully simulated.
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Improved computational power and more accurate modeling al-
gorithms help to come up with new designs possibly with more
complex features. When modeling can be done reliably the risk
of wasting time in the fabrication can be lowered and the desired
optical effects realized. To get accurate simulations it is better to
use complex refractive index measured from a similarly deposited
metal film, because the refractive index of a deposited thin film dif-
fers from values measured from bulk material. Also the limitations
of the fabrication processes, e.g. the maximum thickness of the
structure and the roundening of its corners, should be considered
and taken into account in the simulation.
Many research groups in the world have concentrated on metal-
lic micro- and nanostructures. There is proof of their potential, not
just for basic research but also for commercial use. Plasmonic struc-
tures can be used for example in biosensing [11] which is nowadays
one of the hottest research topics in photonics. Also the use in op-
tical switching [151] and computing [2] could happen in future in a
large scale. A lot of work has to be done to realize the potential of
metallic nanostructures, but it is in any case very probable that we
will benefit from them more and more in the future.
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This dissertation is focused on the 
fabrication of metallic micro- and 
nanostructures. Patterning of the 
structures was done by electron 
beam lithography. Several fabrica-
tion methods of metal structures, in-
cluding lift-off and dry etching, are 
discussed. Metallic structures are 
considered as final elements used in 
optical measurements and as mask 
or mould structures for post pro-
cessing. Several applications for the 
fabricated structures are presented.
